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Process Cooling
System Saves
Both Water,
Energy at New
England BioLabs
Hybrid fluid cooler allows new cleanroom
facility to maintain quality production with
lower water and energy consumption.
By DANIELA LLANOS, P.E., and JOHN VASTYAN

B

ehind the scenes of the
most cutting-edge genetic science lies the
work and expertise of
companies like New
England BioLabs, Inc. (NEB) based
in Ipswich, MA.
Since the 1970s, NEB has provided enzymes for use in molecular biology research and clinical
trials, serving a network of customers internationally.
The enzymes produced at NEB
are used in applications like cloning,
DNA modification and protein analysis – applications which are highly
precise, requiring components that
are predictable, repeatable and of the
highest quality.
To better serve the ever evolving
needs of their customers, NEB has recently completed the construction of

a 40,000-sq-ft cleanroom production
facility in Rowley, MA.

Assembling the Right Team

Pulling it all together was the
project management firm, Columbia Construction Company, a Boston-based company with over 90
years experience in multiple sectors:
academic, life sciences, corporate,
healthcare and hospitality.
Columbia Project Manager Neal
Swain explained, “We were involved
with the construction of NEB’s new
facility for the entire process, from design review to final commissioning.”
Columbia worked with AHA Consulting Engineers on the building’s
engineering infrastructure, including
the plant’s process cooling mechanical system. AHA’s clients include
companies such as Vertex, Takeda,

Merck, and NEB itself, as AHA
served as the design engineers for its
main facility.
As is customary in the industry,
AHA worked with suppliers to find
the right equipment to meet NEB’s
specific requirements. Manufacturer’s rep firm, Fluid Equipment
Solutions of New England (FES),
provided technical assistance for the
cooling system at this new facility.

Tight Tolerances for Cooling

Accurate and robust temperature
control of the equipment and environment is critical to the success of

Daniela Llanos is an engineer and writer for Common Ground, a trade communications firm based in Manheim, PA. John
Vastyan owns the firm, which focuses on the HVAC, plumbing and mechanical and renewable energy industries.
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Riggers complete cooling tower
installations at New England BioLab’s
new facility.

the tightly controlled manufacturing processes.
A key component of the cooling
system that meets the stringent cooling needs at NEB’s facility is its fluid
cooler, a 1.6 million BT0U closed circuit cooling tower designed to provide
cooling to process water for a wide variety of sophisticated plant processes.
“The fluid cooler provides condenser water to one side of a heat exchanger,” said Thomas Joyner, partner, and AHA project manager. “The
process water on the other side of the
heat exchanger serves several pieces
MAY 2018 HPAC ENGINEERING 15
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Brian Meldrum, Decco senior project manager, reviews mechanical plans.

of plant equipment as well as a process chiller to provide chilled water
for manufacturing.”
For such a large, yet critical piece of
the cooling puzzle, AHA considered
several options for the fluid cooler.
With the rising cost of energy and
concern about water consumption,
the amount of electricity and water
used was an additional factor in deciding which cooling system to specify.
Ben McLaughlin, sales engineer at
FES said, “We compared the performance of multiple evaporative fluid
coolers in terms of meeting the required temperature as well as energy
and water use.”
After careful analysis, EVAPCO’s
eco-ATWB-H series hybrid fluid
cooler was selected. The system is
specifically designed to optimize
both the evaporative (latent) and dry
(sensible) modes of cooling simultaneously – combining the advantages
of an evaporative cooler and a dry
cooler into one unit.

ing system that were critical for this
application. The first was the cooling
tower’s wet and dry performance.”
The hybrid fluid cooler has both wet
and dry operation with the ability to
handle full capacity in “dry mode” up
to an ambient dry bulb temperature of
50oF. This reduces water consumption

for every hour of operation below 50o
when the water is turned off and the
fan alone is doing all the cooling.
“In addition to water savings, the
five-horsepower spray pump is turned
off during dry cooling and that results
in energy savings when compared to
the standard fluid cooler using evaporative cooling only,” said McLaughlin.
“So we have about 60% less water used
and a 30% reduction in electricity
consumption.”
Process water first enters the dry
coil which is outside the evaporative
water spray stream. This coil serves to
pre-cool the high temperature water.
The cooled water then enters the coil,
just below the spray stream. Depending on the dry bulb temperature, the
spray pump may be on or off.
A key benefit of the dry coil, piped
in series with the wet coil, is that the
evaporation rate off of the wet coil is
maximized because a significant portion of the heat load from the process
has already been rejected by the dry
coil before entering the wet coil. This
means that water is always saved,
even when spray pumps are required
for full load.

A Balancing Act

McLaughlin explained, “There
were three aspects of the fluid cool16 HPAC ENGINEERING MAY 2018

Workers manually fit the cooling tower’s exterior joints last summer.
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Crews lift the final piece onto the cooling tower from the flatbed.

The additional dry coil also allows for reduced water vapor leaving the cooling tower, which happens
because of efficient transfer of heat
from the process water to the moist
air leaving the cooling tower. Increasing the temperature of the air leaving

We have 60% less
water used and a 30%
reduction in electricity
consumption.
— Ben McLaughlin, FES
the tower, without adding moisture,
reduces its relative humidity from
a saturated state (at 100%), which
greatly reduces the visible plume.
In order to get the most out of
this hybrid system, the fan and spray
pump operation are controlled to
maximize savings. The control system provided with the cooler plays
18 HPAC ENGINEERING MAY 2018

a key role in optimizing water and
energy savings.
“The controller leverages outdoor
or ambient conditions,” explained
McLaughlin. “Specifically, the wet bulb
and dry bulb temperatures are used to
best meet load requirements while reducing water and energy consumption.
This sophisticated operation is handled
in stride by the SAGE control system.”
This tight control is what gives
NEB the level of utility savings as
well as the consistency and predictability needed for their manufacturing processes.

Eco-friendly Accessories

The other key evaporative cooling system components are the water
treatment, and the quiet fan, also selected by the design team. Although
water treatment is necessary to maintain evaporative cooled equipment
during wet operation, a substantial
benefit to a primarily dry cooler is

NEB provides enzymes for use in molecular biology research and clinical trials.

that scale cannot form when the unit
is operating in dry operation.
To prevent scale buildup or corrosion from deposits when water is
evaporated in the cooler, the water

COVER STORY
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Decco and Columbia oversaw the cooling tower assembly.

must be treated. In order to maintain
an environmentally friendly manufacturing facility, a non-chemical
treatment system was provided for
this evaporative water.
“We included the Pulse-Pure®
non-chemical water treatment system with the fluid cooler,” McLaughlin explained. “This system uses a

high frequency electromagnetic pulse
to take care of the corrosive or scaleforming solids that would otherwise
concentrate on the cooler’s components when water evaporates. It also
takes care of anything biological that
we’re usually concerned with because
it renders microorganisms incapable
of reproduction.

In addition to reducing chemicals
used on site, the unit itself produces
less sound pollution. The super low
sound fan selected boasts a 9 dB
to 16 dB reduction in sound when
compared to the standard fluid
cooler fan.
“The reduction in sound is concentrated in the low-frequency octave
band, which travel further distances
and penetrate structures,” explained
McLaughlin, “so these are the fans specifically designed for applications that
are sound-sensitive in nature.”
With EVAPCO’s hybrid fluid cooler
serving the manufacturing process,
New England BioLabs’ new cleanroom
production facility achieves both high
quality product and lower water and
energy consumption.
“We took the shell of a building and
turned it into a 40,000-sq-ft clean-

Algae

Leaves

The hybrid fluid cooler also offered a quieter option to the standard unit.

room production facility,” said Swain,
“and the process cooling system assures utility savings while delivering

Water filter optimizes
heat transfer efficiency

Insects
Airborne
Particles
Pollen

PROBLEM:

Cooling
Tower

Heat
Exchanger

Rust
Water
Filter

Airborne dust and debris, microbiological
growth, pollen and other materials collect
in cooling towers. Combined with calcium
carbonate, magnesium silicate, rust, iron
chips, scale and other corrosion by-products,
they reduce heat transfer efficiency.

SOLUTION:
Line pressure powered Orival water filters
remove dirt down to micron size, of any
specific gravity, even lighter than water.
Single units handle flow rates from 10-5000
gpm and clean automatically without
interruption of system flow.
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Automatic Self-Cleaning

WATER FILTERS

predictable outcomes for NEB’s customers, both existing and those we expect to serve in the future.”

213 S. Van Brunt St.
Englewood, NJ 07631
(800) 567-9767
(201) 568-3311 • Fax (201) 568-1916
www.orival.com
filters@orival.com

RESULTS:
• Optimized heat transfer efficiency.
• Elimination of unscheduled downtime
for maintenance.
• Reduced chemical requirements.
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